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ABSTRACT

It attempts to empirically understand the role of ICT infrastructure

and governance quality in direct and indirect tax revenues mobilisation

for the combined governments of Centre, States and Union Territories

of India during post-liberalisation period of 1990-91 to 2017-18.

Considering recent implementation of GST is not entirely different from

VAT regime in terms of revenue collections on the value added in

production and sales but an extension of VAT excluding services from

tax net (existed since 2005 by most of the states till July 2017), it tries to

assess on the role of institutions/governance and use of modern ICT

infrastructures in realisation of greater tax revenues for the combined

governments. The findings surprisingly reveal that ICT infrastructures

and governance quality have no significant positive influences on the

overall tax revenue mobilisation. This could perhaps be associated with

inherent administrative and bureaucratic failures and inefficiencies,

characterising low tax productivity for the entire period. It calls for

greater surveillance on the part of tax authorities to identify loopholes

in tax administration and strengthen the administrative capability to

effectively govern the taxation system of India. This contrary outcome

can be predictable when there is greater scope for tax payers to easily

escape out of tax net by carrying out significant amounts of transactions

outside the ICT system or without the use of ICT infrastructure.

Keywords: Governance quality, Modernised Methods of Tax

Collection, Tax Efforts & Combined Government in India

JEL Code: A1 & H2
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Introduction

Despite India’s consistent ascendancy as one of the fastest growing

developing economies in the world for a quite long period of time

(almost one and half decades except the current recessionary milieu), It

has been facing economy-wide physical infrastructure constraints in

many spheres of economic activities. These constraints can be visualised

by the economic actors when it especially involves the synergy between

public delivery of services and private sector’s access to those services

for getting relevant works done successfully, through the utilisation of

modern technologies. Given that an increasing size of population needs

various basic public services and facilities, facilitating the public with

the provisioning of access to modern information and communication

technologies (ICT) for complying with government laws as per various

official or departmental bureaucratic rules and providing them with

most convenient public transportation facilities with proper carrier/

container capacity for movement of goods and people and along with

necessary roads and infrastructures are still far away from meeting the

realistic quantity of demand and quality of public services.This problem

is severely pronounced by taxpayers while trying to comply with the

implementation of new taxation policies at the initiation of every round
of new major indirect taxation reforms like VAT and GST in India,
besides other constraints for achieving the desired degree
ofcompliances. Few months after the implementation of GST in
India,there were situations where the vendor-tax payers could not be
able to access government’s e-filing tax network either to register or
e-file the taxes and claim input tax credits on their input purchases
associated with their sales. This reflects the capacity constraints in
terms of adoption of ICT infrastructures on the part of government
authorities although, on the other side, authorities are trying very hard
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to enforce new tax policy changes to be complied by the various
economies entities including manufacturers and sellers. Given the
current uneasy and disturbing scenario, this could reflect severe financial
resource constraint and skilled personnel crunch facing the economy
to meet and improve the physical and administrative capacity required
for a growing and populous economy and in effect failing to pass the

test of efficiency.

The financial resource constraint faced by the government gets

reflected from higher level of fiscal deficits and increasing debt of the

central government relative to states and UTs over the years including

in the recent period, despite continuous efforts by both the governments

to maintain fiscal discipline by putting ceilings on their fiscal deficits

and debt levels as per the changed legislative fiscal rules from time to

time. Therefore, to make appropriate provisioning of public

infrastructures for common access, both the centre and states governments

need more financial resources. The mobilisation of financial resources

among other things hinges on methods and mechanism of collecting

tax revenues with proper deployment of quantity and quality of modern

physical infrastructures, efficient tax collectors, transparency and

accountability in the system (transparency in ways of collecting tax

revenues by public officials and honesty of taxpayers in complying

with tax laws), portion of income generated in private sector but legally

falling outside the purview of untaxed sector (which hinges on structural

features of the economy), simplification of tax laws, knowledge and

awareness of citizens to comply with tax laws and financial and real

punishments associated with defaults in tax payments among others.

With the revolution of ICT infrastructure, this study looks at whether

the use of modern ICT infrastructures has resulted in enabling the

governments to collect greater amounts of tax revenues in view of greater

potential contributory power of ICT infrastructures to confer towards

transparency and accountability in the taxation system. When one refers

to the use of modern infrastructure, it not only includes the use of modern
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infrastructures from the government side but also constraints on

availability and accessibility of infrastructures for the private sector.

Otherwise, infrastructure capacity creation with either party without

ensuring accessibility of the same by other counterparties on a mutual

basis may put constraints on achieving desired outcomes in an economy.

The use of ICT infrastructure is not only gaining importance in

realisation of revenues for the governments, but also for improving

governance quality, and services delivery by public agencies. The ICTs

are not only accounting for rapid improvement in general service

delivery, but within the context of public sector performance, they are

also increasingly seen as a panacea to the plethora of problems that the

governments face in serving citizens in their respective jurisprudences.

E-governance has been publicized as a means to cut costs while at the

same time improving the quality, timeliness, and access to service

delivery by public agencies. The policymakers in a world wide-global

context have noted its role in improving the efficiency and effectiveness

of public administration including its contribution to increasing

transparency in administration, reducing corruption, and increasing

political participation by the citizen voters.

On the other side, it is also possible for one to argue that when

governments could realise greater revenues, it could also enable the

government to enhance its capacity to deploy more quality physical

infrastructures including modern ICT infrastructures for greater public

services and thereby enhancing the levels of general welfare in the

economy. Apart from efficient deployment and use of ICT infrastructures,

unless tax administration is efficiently complemented with the quality

governance and proper institutional structure, ICT infrastructure alone

may not be adequate to realise desirable revenue productivity gains for

governments. Therefore, it is important to examine the role of both ICT

infrastructure and governance quality (or institutional mechanism) in

the realisation of greater tax revenue productivity or revenue

augmentation for a developing economy like India. Placing the emphasis
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on quality of governance is quite significant for realisation of potential

revenues, without which there will be greater leakages/wastages of public

resources ultimately compromising the aggregate welfare through its

distortionary consequences.

It is important to highlight that India ranked 79th in 2016 in the

global corruption perception index among 176 countries in the world

(transparency international). Its rank slipped to 81st in 2017 among 180

countries, and the Transparency International put it among the worst

offenders in graft and press freedom in Asia Pacific Region1  based on

the perception of public sector corruption. However, in 2018, with some

improvements, India has occupied as the 78th most corrupt country in

the world along with Burkina Faso, Ghana, Kuwait, Lesotho, Trinidad

and Tobago, and Turkey all of whom have scored the same on the

corruption meter. Corrupt officials in the name of public welfare

improvement, they channel public funds to wasteful projects which

generate bribes, depleting public funds that could otherwise be spent

on productive purposes viz. health, education, and other services that

significantly benefit the poor. And young people in corrupt societies

have little incentive to acquire new skills which are crucial for them to

acquire and necessary for a good societal living.

A study by IMF (2016) on “Corruption: Costs and Mitigating

Strategies,” pointed out corruption imposes a greater toll. It discourages

private investment, curbs economic growth. Several other studies also

point out “Countries that are less corrupt and maintain good transparency

record achieve higher economic success in terms of higher growth, GDP

levels, and Human Development Index (of United Nations) based on

measures such as life expectancy and years of schooling". Worldwide,

bribery alone is estimated to cost as much as $2 trillion a year, equal to

1 The index uses a score from 0 to 100. Zero is extremely corrupt and 100 is
most transparent with India’s score being 40 in both 2016 and 2017 from
a score of 38 in 2015.
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the GDP of Italy and many times of $142 billion in global development

aid. On the contrary, studies also have simultaneously, evidenced

positive contribution of corruption on economic growth for developing

economies. Based on the theory of bureaucracy, some experts also suggest

for enhancing salaries of government employees as one way of mitigating

these problems, contributing to improving productivity in public sector

and that in turn leading to higher growth. This is based on the proposition

that higher are wages and salaries for government employees, this implies

less incentive for employees to engage in corrupt practices as that can

serve as a threat/risk of losing their jobs with enhanced earnings.

Therefore, higher wages may contribute to higher economic growth.

However, the governments have also their own capacities to which they

can raise the salaries of their employees given their hard budget

constraints which they face similar to the private sector.

In contrast, the international financial institutions, such as IMF

and World Bank, are helping the governments around the world to fight

against corruption, and poverty by improving transparency,

accountability, and suggesting timely institutional changes to produce

better institutional and fiscal outcomes and achieve higher growth and

development. The anti-corruption drive of governments around the world

is also providing opportunities for private technology corporate agents

to innovate alternative strategies like blockchain technology. In India,

this has led to the introduction of Aadhar card and linking of the same

with all other bank accounts and enabling to trace the transactions for

each individual’s accounts. The technology enables to aggregate the

data from various sources of government spending and contracting of

public services and analyse that information for gauging the wastage,

fraud, and corruption and also helping the governments to collect

information on private properties (income and wealth) generated and

tax payables. Although digital information, in general, is easy to modify,

blockchain is thought to provide a robust immutability of not engaging

in dishonest and illegal activities. This is recently being utilised by
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many social welfare agencies of various governments around the globe.

However, despite recognition of greater effectiveness of digital

technologies, it is facing resistance and prohibition in its use by many

governments on account of cyber security reasons. Therefore, its large

scale adoption needs governments’ support which is necessary to fight

against official corruption. Thus, the institution of government plays a

critical role for efficiency in the uses of available technologies.

Technology is influencing daily aspects of our lives and almost

all activities in various sectors and capacities. Public finance, which

involves an art of raising and spending money to deliver public services

and benefits, redistributing income, and smoothing of ups and downs in

the business cycle has been undergoing digital revolution similar to

many other disciplines. Digital revolution has been influencing and

reshaping governments’ activities/programmes. How governments need

to effectively manage these activities crucially hinges on their ability

to collect, process, and act on an array of information on how much

enterprises/companies and workers earn, how many people are

unemployed, who qualifies for the benefits from government’s

programme.  Digitalization has been aiding governments and the people

to collect enormous amounts of required information on a mutual

exchangeable basis. It benefits governments to design their revenues

and expenditures policies. Similar to many other developing economies,

people in India receive subsidies and welfare payment benefits directly

in their bank accounts, by uniquely linking it with their biometric

identifiers. When the tax authorities collect information on sales and

wages on a real-time basis in several advanced and emerging market

economies, this not only gives an immediate insight into the state of the

economy but also government’s fiscal position, enabling them to

undertake immediate and long term future policy strategies.

While there may exist a jerky side of digitalization due to the

concerns of privacy, confidentiality and cyber security, at the same
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time, it raises larger debate over inequality of its access and redistribution

of its real benefits. With the help of a standardized simple structured

personal information reporting format, through wide use of digitisation

and electronic interface, tax authorities are able to access vital and

accurate sources of information collected by private and government

agencies on areas like bank transactions and interest incomes. This is

easily possible when governments take efforts in encouraging and

compelling people to carry only bank-based transactions.2 The

authorities also receive real-time data on wages paid by employers and

determine tax liabilities of workers and companies, just like electronic

invoicing system allows immediate access to data on firm sales. The

governments are using invoice-matching software programs to verify

value-added tax (VAT) refund claims of merchants associated with tax

amounts filed by them. The GST collection method in India is following

a similar method of matching tax invoice information based on tax

input credits methods. These are significant measures toward resolving

the problem that has long thwarted tax collectors around the world.

These technological solutions have promising benefits especially in

fragile economies, where conflict and corruption hamper tax collections

and receipts of benefit payments. Mobile technologies are also relied

upon as direct and effective mediums to deliver public services, track

medical records, and disseminate other vital information. With better

data collection, access and increased data processing power,

technological improvement and their adoptions are allowing the

governments to improve ways of collecting taxes. Electronic filing makes

it easier and cheaper for taxpayers to fill out tax returns and

simultaneously for governments to speedily process those. It saves

people’s time in running to revenue offices and rely on officials and pay

bribes to lower their tax amounts.

2 Indian government (2019) has also made special policy efforts which
discourage cash based transaction exceeding Rs. 2 lakh. If someone is
doing transaction above this limit outside the banking system, it is treated as
a punishable offence.
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The introduction of new taxes on goods and services in India had

increased the number of registered taxpayers by more than 50% in less

than one year of its introduction. The greater merit in using this

modernised infrastructure is that data on each individual taxpayer can

be aggregated from a wide range of government and corporate sources

in powerful ways, as well as individual digital footprints, to build a

profile of taxpayers’ total income, which can later be used to assess the

accuracy of information reported by individuals. Such improved data

processing capabilities can be utilised on a massive scale to improve

revenue mobilisation potentials and its accrual forecasts. Digital

technologies, including electronic payment systems, not only lower the

cost of tax collection but also create the potential for expanding the tax

bases.

The introduction and use of biometric technology in India have

immensely helped various welfare agencies in government to extend

social benefits to intended beneficiaries on a massive scale in a more

transparent way. Since this technology enables to properly monitor and

record biometric characteristics, such as fingerprints, it allows more

accurate authentication of an individual’s identity at lesser expense

from a wide range of database. The same technology can be deployed to

assess risks of non-compliance and predict the behavioural impact of

new tax and spending policies. The use of biometric authentication and

digital payment systems for paying government subsidies to intended

recipients can reduce the reliance on blunt redistributive instruments.3

The theory and evidence suggest that a low and reduced rate of VAT on

necessities while aiming at benefiting the poor; it largely benefits the

wealthy even more. Therefore, a better-targeted tax payment mechanism

3 The Direct Benefit Transfer program, launched in 2013 in India, significantly
changed the way subsidies and payments are delivered by transferring them
directly into bank accounts linked to beneficiaries’ Aadhaar biometric
identity. Subsidies for cooking gas are one such program. In April 2017,
citizens required to include their Aadhaar number in tax filings and required
to link their individual bank accounts to Aadhaar.
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may surmount the redistributive goals in a more efficient way, providing

the reliable necessary benefits to the poorest. This implies there exists

greater scope of making sales taxation, land taxes and other taxes more

progressive in India by restricting the concessional taxes applicable for

individuals with minimum size of land holdings and higher tax rates for

people crossing certain thresholds. This may enable the poor to afford

purchasing land for shelter and entrepreneurship.

Broad Structure of Taxation System in India

Indian fiscal federalism based on constitutional principle follows

separation of tax power between the centre and state governments.4 The

central government has the power to levy major broad-based and mobile

tax bases. The major direct taxes by the centre include taxes on non-

agricultural personal incomes and wealth, corporate income taxes, while

major indirect tax sources are excise duties on manufactured products,

customs duties and services taxes without a proper coordination

mechanism with the states in collection of indirect tax revenues. The

excise duties on manufactured products have evolved as VAT on

manufactured goods. The major tax powers assigned to states include

taxes on agricultural incomes and wealth, sales taxes, excises on

alcoholic products, taxes on motor vehicles and on transport of

passengers and goods, stamp duties and registration fees on transfer of

property and taxes and duties on electricity. States also have powers to

levy taxes on entertainment and incomes earned from professions, trade

or employment. Some states have retained these powers with themselves,

while others have assigned some of these revenue bases to their local

4 The nature of federal polity, assignment of tax powers, and tax sharing
arrangements can influence incentives for revenue mobilization and structure
and administration of taxes in both central and state governments. Prior to
11th Finance Commission, some specific taxes collected by the Centre were
only being shared with the states. As a result central agency did not put
utmost care in tapping optimum revenue potential from those tax sources,
and this led states to suffer in revenue shares from centre. Therefore, 11th
FC recommended the centre to share revenues with states from almost all
sources.
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bodies. The state’s list also includes property taxes and taxes on entry of

goods into a local area for consumption and use or sale. The states,

however, mostly assign these revenue sources to local bodies. Except

for few specified services, taxes on which were assigned to states such as

entertainment tax, passengers and goods tax, and electricity duty, the

constitution of India did not explicitly recognise and assign the power

to tax the services to any lower governments till as late as 2003. However,

since all residuary tax powers were assigned to the central government,

this authority became the basis for the centre to levy taxes on selected

services from 1st July, 1994. In 2003, with the 88th amendment to the

constitution, the central government was specifically assigned the power

to tax on services. The following description would give a broad

understanding of trends of direct and indirect taxes levied by the

combined government.

Figure 1 reflects that the central government consistently collects

a greater percentage of total combined tax revenues of around 65% and

the rest, 35% of total revenues are collected by states. After total tax

revenues collected by the centre, as per the recommendation of 14th

Figure 1: Share of the Centre and States and UTs in combined total
revenue collections

Source: Handbook of Statistics on Indian Economy (2018-19)
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Finance Commission of India, the central government shared almost

40% of total tax revenues with states. This was a big jump from 32% as

recommended by the 13th Finance commission. This is an effort by the

central government to ensure greater financial empowerment of states

under a framework of cooperative federalism.

The combined tax revenue as a percentage to GDP over the years

shows an increasing trend along with combined direct tax revenues to

GDP% (as shown in Figure 2). It reveals that direct tax revenue to GDP%

has mainly lead the overall trends of total combined tax revenue to

GDP% since the period, 2002-03 than its prior years. In 2018-19, out of

18% of total combined revenue to GDP%, the centre’s collection of

revenues as a percentage of GDP constituted around 12%, while states’

tax revenue constituted the rest of around 6% of GDP. Similarly, indirect

tax revenue as a principal revenue source of combined government

which constituted a little less than 12 percentage of GDP, the rest is

accounted by direct tax revenue to GDP out of a little over 18% of total

revenues of both the governments. Figure 2 also indicates there is a

change in composition revenues collected for the combined governments.

In earlier period, relatively a greater percentage of revenues was being

Figure 2: Centre, States & UTs (Direct and Indirect) Tax revenues as
a percentage to GDP

Source: Handbook of Statistics on Indian Economy (2018-19)
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mobilised from indirect sources but now source has shifted from indirect

to direct sources, although still a major percentage of collection of

revenues comes from indirect tax source and this constitutes more than

1 and 1/2 times than that of direct taxes as shown in Figure 3.

Further, it is the central government which enjoys the maximum

share of revenues in combined direct tax revenue collections, while

both the states and UTs are converging to almost to have an equal

amount of tax revenues collection shares in respect of indirect tax

revenues comparing centre’s share. The trend shows that indirect tax

revenue collection which was the principal revenue source for the

combined government has fallen in relation to the combined government

over the years, implying a gain in share of direct tax revenues in combined

total revenue. In 2018-19, while the central government had collected

around 88% of direct tax revenues from combined direct total revenues,

in contrast, the states had collected around 48% of indirect tax revenues

from combined indirect tax revenues.

Figure 3: Centre’s Share in Combined Direct Tax Revenues and
States’ Share in combined Indirect tax revenues

Source: Handbook of Statistics on Indian Economy (2018-19)
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Figure 4 reflects that centre’s indirect revenue collection suffered

in its share in relation to its own total revenue collection as direct tax

revenue has witnessed a relative increase comparing its indirect tax

revenue collections. For states, it is the indirect tax revenue shares which

are maintained almost at a stable proportion. For the centre, indirect tax

revenues to its total revenues which was at 78% in 1980-81 has gone

down to 49% in 2018-19, while for states, it was 89% in 1980-81 and

has marginally decreased to 88% in 2018-19.  The falling trend on

indirect revenue share could be on account of reduction of import and

export duties on account of liberalisation and competitiveness strategies

adopted by other countries globally in a globalised era. This also gets

reflected from relative share of custom duties in proportion to total

indirect taxes collected by the centre (shown in  Figure 5).

Figure 4: Indirect tax revenue shares of Centre and states in their
respective Total revenues

Source: Handbook of Statistics on Indian Economy (2018-19)
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Figure 5: Union Custom Duties and Excise Duties of both Centre and
States

Source: Indian Public Finance Statistics (2018-19)

Contrasting the Present Indirect Tax Regime of GST with the
Previous Regime of VAT

VAT, a dual tax regime, featuring with a plethora of tax rates on

various ranges of goods, with some degree of harmonisation in rates

across different states in India on their value additions at different stages

of their sales in the chain, besides central government imposing excise

duties at the manufacturing level on both goods and services.5 The

states were not assigned any power to tax on services and thereby breaking

the chain in production in their value additions, especially this is

common when many services go as inputs into the production and sales

5 VAT is governed by respective state Acts. Every state had a separate and
distinct VAT act reserved for their states. VAT registration is compulsory
for dealers having turnover exceeding Rs 5 lacs (or increased limit of Rs10
lacs in some states). On registration, dealers are allotted a unique 11 digit
TIN (Taxpayer’s Identification Number) based on their PAN used for direct
taxation.
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of goods and thereby breaking the value addition in the chain of sales

before it is ultimately consumed. Further, since central tax authority

imposes taxes on manufacturing and state authorities impose taxes on

sales at different stages of production and sales, therefore, there is greater

likelihood that it can result in tax on taxes on value of goods by different

taxing authorities and at different stages before the goods are sold by

the retailer to the final consumer.6 Such cascading effects of taxes lead

to distortion of many productive activities and unlawful reporting or

non-reporting of tax liabilities, resulting in low output and low tax

revenues for both central and state governments, ultimately straining

the government finances and thereby, compromising economic growth.

These scenarios were also intensely observed under the sales tax regime,

prior to the implementation of VAT at the state levels. Therefore, to

have a comprehensive indirect consumption tax regime, it required a

coordinated reform effort of both the states and centre in reforming the

state sales taxes along with reforms in central excise duty.

The states were persuaded by the central government to rationalise

their tax systems along the lines recommended by a study group from

NIPFP led by Bagchi (1994). The government of India had appointed a

State Finance Ministers’ Committee to make the recommendations to

phase in VAT regime in a time-bound frame. The committee, which was

subsequently transformed into the Empowered Committee of State

Finance Ministers, recommended that the states adopt floor rates to

minimise the “race to the bottom”. Although the committee

recommended VAT implementation in 2003 but continued to be

postponed until April 2005. The delay in implementation by states is

largely attributed to the perceived revenue losses by states on account

of input tax credits under VAT regime. However, implementation of

VAT in April 2005 extended only the sales tax up to retail level with

6 This tax is also known as Central Value Added Tax (CENVAT), new name
of MODVAT.
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credit allowed for taxes paid on intrastate purchases used for all intrastate

and interstate sales. The interstate sales tax, that is, the central sales tax

(CST), continued in the same form, pending a proposal for its phase-out

within two years of VAT introduction. Thus, many characteristics of

sales taxation regime continued to exist in VAT regime such as non-

uniform tax rates, tax bases falling outside the purview of VAT including

services taxes and customs duty. Gasoline and diesel fuel (which

contribute around 40 percent of the sales tax) were kept outside the

purview of VAT under the changed VAT regime.

Given the sequence of indirect tax reforms, GST is conceived to

be a game-changer by legislating the laws to bring the services under

tax net of the states and eliminating the tax cascading effects by engaging

two tax authorities to impose taxes concurrently than taxing by them

sequentially at different stages of production and value additions in the

supply chain under a dual control mechanism of indirect tax collection.7

Both the central, states and UTs tax authorities are levying the taxes

together at a uniform rate and uniformly for both the goods and services

(with 5-6 differential rates on a range of goods on basis of necessity and

luxury) the taxpayers could file their tax returns at a single server (web-

platform) to both the taxing authorities and thereby trying to break the

barriers in trade and commerce across the state borders (aiding to create

a single common market) and helping to unleash the productive potential

of economic activities with an intended aim to achieve higher growth

and realise the true tax revenue potential for all the three governments.

Since the time of its inception of the discussion on GST in the central

government budget (2000) for its introduction, its implementation

7 GST has a dual control mechanism of assessing the taxpayers. Each assesse
would be assessed only by one authority. Taxpayers are shared between
assessment machinery. 90 :10 percentage basis for turnover upto 1.5 crore,
where states would assess 90% of business and  for turnover above Rs 1.5
crore on a 50: 50 percentage basis implying both the centre and states
would have equal shares in assessing businesses.
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procedures had undergone several rounds of revisions along with debates

on rate settings before it got finally implemented on 1st July 2017. It

being purely a destination-based tax, tax revenues collected at the state

borders by central government agencies through the IGST mode on

commodity imports/exports, the revenues are being shared with state

governments & UTs where the goods are being finally consumed. It is

claimed as the largest indirect tax reform in the history of India. The

reform mandated integration of the entire nation’s diverse tax portfolio

into a single taxation system. Its introduction brought a massive

complexity in developing an IT platform, to handle not only the diverse

tax systems of 36 States/Union Territories & Union Government but

also needed providing a single interface for more than one crore taxpayers

for their GST compliances. The major difference of present GST regime

over the earlier indirect tax regime is that the states and the Centre both

collect revenues concurrently with almost at the same rate under GST.8

The proponents of GST claim that “one of the fundamental features of

GST is to achieve a seamless flow of input credit across the chain (from

the manufacture of goods till it is consumed) and across the country.

The money in the economy is circulating as a network of pipes through

which water is flowing. The banking system manages this network, and

the efficiency of this system is known as liquidity.”

However, one needs to assess and validate to what extent the

present GST regime has accomplished the intended objectives of a good

indirect taxation system of the country. In its initial stages of

implementation, it has given rise to several infirmities with regard to

settlement/fixation of tax rates on various products and lots of

uncertainties in its procedural implementation. The government has

8 Central Board of Indirect taxes and Customs (CBIC) under the department
of revenue under the Ministry of Finance is the nodal national agency
(erstwhile Central Board of Excise & Customs) responsible for administering
customs, GST, Central Excise, Service tax and Narcotics in India under
GST regime.
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been trying to settle the rates on different products and other issues on a

step by step basis by adjusting and frequently readjusting with tax rates

depending on the demand of various interest groups and sectors. As a

result, there existed unreasonable biasness in sectors by imposing taxes

at higher rates and attentions was lacking on products or sectors that

deserved equal treatment. For instance, there is no rationality for a

product like cement which is mainly useful for every kind of construction

works should be differentiated from any other goods of basic importance

or necessities, while luxury goods like jewellery attract a tax rate of

only 3%. Thus if cement products attracted a maximum GST rate of

28%, how  can it make  home construction affordable for the homeless,

more especially in a context, when the Central Government is trying to

ensure shelter for the poor under various central government schemes.

Those who are just at the margin of above the poverty line but wished to

construct shelters of their own, high tax rate should not have stood as a

burden and barrier for construction of new home projects. After all, the

use of products like cement which is associated with more job creation

and welfare promotion through its forward linkages should have received

due consideration. It was pronounced that GST would be revenue

productivity and it would greatly benefit the consumers and consumer

states by making them realise higher revenues. This issue, however,

calls for greater scrutiny as cascading effects of taxes on prices seem to

be mostly absorbed by manufacturers and vendors without passing the

same benefits of price reductions to consumers. This gets reflected from

an increasing trend of general price levels after GST implementation.

There are many countries in the world which have shown similar

experiences. This may imply that GST has not made any greater

contributions of keeping down the overall inflation rates in the economy

during its implementation phases.

Under GST regime, all tax transactions are digitised and stored on

a central database, easily amenable to better collation on an accrual

basis. However, in spite of entrusting a special agency to provide
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responsible services to taxpayers, businesses are facing challenges in

filing the tax return. There were instances when returns could not be

filed, refunds to exporters could not be processed and anomalies in the

rate structure resurfaced. In addition, business is also complaining of

several hurdles in tax payments as they have to file monthly returns

along with final annual returns, which come to filing of around 37

returns and allowance is made for business below a certain threshold

level of turnovers to adopt for the composition scheme. Many

contentious issues like invoice matching, single return, etc, are yet to be

addressed properly. Having rushed into GST implementation without

adequate preparation, the government had initially suspended many

provisions relating to tax collection at source, tax deduction at source

and many other new provisions were rushed in. These inefficiencies

annoyed the taxpayers when the government tried to be strong on

enforcement. Small taxpayers continue to complain of complexities in

laws. The petroleum products, alcohol, tobacco and real estate are still

to be brought into the ambit of GST which is a real challenge. The

enforcement machinery is yet to come to grips with the complexities

and the ground realities. There are greater fluctuations in the monthly

realisation of GST revenues. The states are falling short of their revenue

targets under GST and they are complaining of non-receipt of

compensation receipts from the centre during the initial years of GST.

There are problems with the formulae for refund of unutilised input tax

credit on account of zero-rated exports. It seems that the government

needs to do a lot more on legislation, interpretation, rationalisation of

tax rates, streamlining refund procedures and exemptions for exporters,

and so on. The GST Council has been meeting up frequently to take

decisions for easing of compliance burden, grant upfront exemptions to

exporters and streamline rate structure. Despite several shortcomings,

the e-tax system by offering an electronic registration, filing of returns,

return computations and payment, as well as education and information

to the taxpayers, it is likely to considerably reduce the cost of
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compliances. Therefore, the present study focuses in evaluating the

influence of modern electronic system on tax revenue generations in

India as an electronic system is likely to contribute to the efficiency,

transparency and accountability in tax collection and administration

by the government officials and improve the compliances by the

taxpayers and thereby enhancing the tax productivity.

Reflections from Theory

Governance in taxation is usually defined as a mechanism in which

tax evasion and tax avoidance can be minimised (Morell and Tuck,

2014). It establishes a relationship between the enforcement pressure

(legal framework) and compliance by taxpayers. Enforcement can also

be linked up with a mutual relationship with other government agencies

and regulatory agencies (third parties). Equipped with better information,

one can expect better enforcement of taxation laws and less tax evasion

(more transparency) and hence greater revenue realisations. This may

imply a greater need for deployment of ICT infrastructure. However,

without governance, ICT may play a trivial role in tax administration. It

is the governance quality which can predominantly shape taxation

system of a country and provide better revenue realisations. Good

governance is an outcome of an efficient administration, trust in

government and political stability. Lack of three things may undermine

the emergence and development of an efficient tax system.

While emphasising on a comprehensive survey of theoretical

literature on linking the reliance on modern ICT infrastructure and the

extent it has induced greater tax compliances and therefore contributed

to raising tax revenues, the theoretical contribution is undoubtedly

absent. Even public finance literature emphasises on a strong tax

administration which by inducing greater tax compliances would raise

revenues for government, the literature is largely silent on how to lay a

strong enforcement mechanism for developing countries when the

overall governance or institutional quality is weaker for them in a
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macro-economy context. Authors have pointed out that intensity of

desk and field audits and, quality and availability of customer services

etc. can considerably reduce the compliance gap (taxes legally due

minus actual payments or illegal non-payments), but this may be relevant

for the developed economies’ context. Even this can be thought for

developing economies but it may be difficult in practice as it requires

deployment of massive resources for hiring manpower and reasonable

technological spread.

Accountability plays a very crucial role more, especially when

citizens are concerned about the visible link which should be established

between the flows of tax collection and distribution and allocation of

those tax revenues. This link would justify tax collection from the public

and which may help in increasing the rate of compliances. Tax

compliance is usually low among the developing countries, where people

neither trust that the government is concerned about their interest nor

do they have the trust for a wise utilisation of revenues mobilised. Thus,

when voluntary compliances are hard to come forth from majority of tax

payers, tax morale could play some role with government propagation.

Many Latin American Countries and Caribbean countries and South

and Southeast Asian countries (Bangladesh, Pakistan, Nepal, Malaysia,

Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Sri Lanka and the Philippines) are low

performers in regard to raising government revenues comparing the

advanced countries. A better tax administration/governance would build

up the confidence of taxpayers leading to improvement in tax

compliances and mutual cooperation among both the parties.

In examining the determinants of compliance cost, Slemrod (1989)

observed that taxpayers’ hours part of compliance costs (including dollars

spent for hiring professional assistance) go up with taxpayer’s marginal

tax rate. Therefore, the optimum enforcement can be reached where the

enforcement elasticity of tax revenues is equal to marginal resource cost

(compliance and tax administration) to incremental revenue raised. Thus,
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the design of an efficient taxation requires taking into account the

information on marginal cost of compliance and administration and the

marginal social value of public spending.

According to Keen and Slemrod (2017), enforcement of tax laws

strategically interact with statutory tax rates. A higher marginal tax rate

which has the tendency to encourage evasion can be dampened by

undertaking more effective administration. On the contrary, they suggest

that the best response to weaker administration is to set the tax rate at a

lower level and best response to a higher tax rate requires greater

administrative efforts. Thus, the elasticity of taxable income with respect

to tax rate is endogenous to enforcement activities. Higher is the elasticity

of taxable income to tax rates (because of higher welfare cost) and higher

is the enforcement elasticity of raising tax revenues, there is a strong

case for raising additional revenues by spending additional resources

on enforcement rather than raising tax rates. And when this is

supplemented with lower enforcement cost, it would naturally favour

enforcement actions. In a similar line, Gemmell and Hasseldine (2014)

opined that additional enforcement is undesirable to the extent that it

worsens tax-induced reduction in true income resulting in distortion in

production and shifting the taxpayers from evading to avoiding. In this

context, a study conducted by IMF (2015) estimated the compliance

evasion elasticity for (27 EU member and Japan) during 2000-2011 to

evaluate the response of VAT compliance gap to administrative

expenditures. The elasticity was found to be negatively significant and

was about .17. Based on a theoretical model, Bruno (2019) concluded

that political institutions of good quality are not a sufficient condition

for tax enforcement or tax compliance. On account of the endogenous

role of tax morale, government could be pushed ex-post towards poor or

no tax enforcement. Contrastingly, when good political institutions are

not accompanied with better information about the enforcement of tax

collection, there is scope for co-existence of poor tax enforcement, low

tax compliance and weak tax morale.
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As regards indirect taxation, Yitzhaki (1979) observed that tax

cause’s substitution effect unless demand for the taxed commodity is

inelastic. Optimal taxation theory enables to fix the tax rates for

commodities which minimises the substitution effects (Ramsey, 1927).

Obviously, the minimum deadweight loss is a non-increasing function

of the size of a set of taxed commodities. At the extreme, when all the

commodities are taxed at the same rate, unaltering the relative prices,

one ends up with zero deadweight losses. However, a major factor which

prevents an increase in the number of commodities is the administrative

cost of taxation, a decision variable. The government by changing the

size of the tax bases, can trade off the losses on account of administrative

costs against the excess burden. The optimum level of administration is

also an increasing function of tax revenues. The optimality is attained

where marginal cost of raising revenues through administrative cost

equals marginal excess burden (marginal cost of raising revenues) on

account of change in tax rates. Evans (2003) in reviewing the literature

observed that the compliance cost varies across countries, although

comparability of the estimates are quite difficult on account of differences

in methodology and conceptualisation (whether social or private cost).

Empirical Literature

In the absence of literature investigating the role of ICT

infrastructures and governance in tax revenue realisation, the following

discussion presents an indication about the state and degree of

transparency in developing countries in general and India in particular.

This would have an implication for effective tax revenue realisation of

governments in a country. A host of literature relates to transparency in

general and effective governance in particular, how do they contribute

to better economic performance of countries. Alonet. al.(2018) in their

study they remarked that although the prevailing wisdom suggests that

less corrupt and more democratic countries perform better economically;

however, they observed the works of literature are at best inconsistent.
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They built up a theory linking up corruption and regime type to economic

growth and, using multiple databases including Polity IV, transparency

international, and World Bank, they examined the relationship for 158

countries. They showed that under autocracy (dictatorship or totalitarian

regimes), corruption was less harmful to economic growth than under

anocracy (including emerging and infant democracies), thereby,

resolving some inconsistent and contradictory results from existing

studies while linking up corruption to economic growth. They

demonstrated that democracies had the lowest level of corruption, while

autocracies outperformed anocracies economically because they embed

corruption more efficiently. Policies should minimise disruptions and

efficiency losses due to corruption during the transition from autocracy

to democracy.

The political coups in Fiji in 2000 led a scenario of mediocre

economic performance, leading to deterioration of government finances

and stagnant investment levels in Fiji in September 2002. As a remedy

to this, the policymakers at the IMF recommended an increase in VAT.

The national government, without carrying an in-depth economy-wide

repercussionary impact of such a policy, announced a 25% increase in

VAT in its 2003 budget. Beginning 1 January 2003 all goods and

services were levied a VAT rate of 12.5%. Given this backdrop, Narayan

(2003) used a computable general equilibrium model to examine the

economy-wide effects of VAT policy. He observed that while VAT

improved government revenue and brought a 0.6% increase in real GDP,

it failed to address investment levels. VAT actually led to a decline in

investments and a reduction in real consumption and national welfare.

From this, he deduced that the IMF policy is misdirected.

In a scenario of increasing challenges on account of aging

population, increasing fiscal deficits and indebtedness of OECD

countries, Vincent et al. (2014) carried out a study to examine how

faster economic growth can boost government revenues from estimation
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of short and long-run tax buoyancies during 1965-2012. They observed

that the short-run tax buoyancy of aggregate tax revenues did not

significantly differ from one for the majority of countries, in spite of the

fact that tax buoyancy had increased since the late 1980s and making

the tax systems to better serve as an automatic stabiliser. However, they

observed the long-run buoyancy to exceed one in about half of the

OECD countries, implying that GDP growth had helped to improve

structural fiscal deficit ratios. Corporate taxes were by far the most

buoyant, while excises and property taxes were least buoyant. For

personal income taxes and social contributions, short-and long-run

buoyancies had declined since the late 1980s and had, on average,

become lower than one.

Few studies have also investigated the relationship between the

use of IT and government budget performance in terms of increases in

tax revenues and efficiency or targeted delivery of government services.

Dzidonu (2012) while analysing the benefit of using IT to manage the

operations and delivery of public sector institutions, he observed the

use of IT led to the improvement in administrative efficiency,

effectiveness and productivity in service delivery, reduction in

administrative, operational and transaction costs to the public and access

of information at a reduced cost. The benefits in the use of IT in taxation

were infinite as it facilitated reducing the overhead cost of managing

the agencies of government responsible for tax administration, instant

computation of tax liability from the use of online tax calculator, reduced

cost of registering tax payers and instant generation of tax identification

number, reducing the collusion between the tax officials and the

taxpayers in regard to the tax liability, reduction in fraudulent activities

of tax collectors in the event of non-remittance of taxes by the taxpayers

and ultimately helping to boost the revenue generation by the

government and reducing the cost of administration (administrative,

overhead and transactional) and corrupt practices.
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Dowe (2008) observed that the tax authorities around the world

are using electronic tax administration systems (like e-government led

solutions like electronic tax filing (e-filing) to interact with the taxpaying

public in tax collection, administration and compliance settings so as

to improve effectiveness and efficiency in tax administration. Given the

bureaucratic structure, it is very expensive for the public. The use of

automated systems has proven to be capable of introducing massive

efficiencies for the business to process the information and file the taxes

at a minimal cost. Although it is recognised that the use of IT technologies

are expected to yield greater tax productivity, however, it is not without

its pitfalls in harnessing its benefits. It depends on the quality of internet

facility, availability of electricity to power the host server, cost of

maintenance of ICT facilities, technical know-how by tax administering

agencies, and literacy among tax-paying populations (especially the lower

income taxpayers) and incidence of internet hackings. In the Nigeria

context, Oseni (2015) concluded that the use of this modern technology

considerably had reduced tax-evading activities as all potential taxpayers

are captured by the system. However, he was of the opinion that the use of

ICT can be catastrophic if carelessly employed by both the taxpayers

and the tax administrators as scammers and hackers of the internet

facilities can utilise the ignorance or the lax security of the system.

By conducting a comprehensive survey of literature from various

empirical studies for the individual and cross countries, Koyuncu et al.

(2016) noted GDP per capita, the sectoral composition of GDP, the level

of foreign direct investment (FDI), trade openness and the level of public

debt were the major determinants of tax revenues. Macroeconomic

variables such as exchange rate, inflation rate; institutional factors like

corruption, law and order, voice and accountability, civil and political

rights, the level of democracy, government stability, political stability

and economic stability; social variables such as the educational levels,

and population growth were also considered to influence the tax

revenues of the governments. Considering an unbalanced panel data set
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for 157 countries for 1990 to 2013 and using four ICT penetration

indicators and three tax revenue indicators, they verified the hypothesis

that whether ICT penetration contributed to increase in tax revenues.

They evidenced highly statistically significant positive correlation

between ICT penetration and tax revenues by accounting other

determinants of tax revenues including the time effects in the model.

Keen and Lockwood (2010) considering 143 countries for a period of

25 years observed that income per capita is not determinant for VAT

adoption implying it is not preserved for rich countries. A country is

likely to adopt VAT; however, it is rich in terms of agriculture sector

and lower in tax-GDP ratio. IMF also played a significant independent

role in adoption of VAT. Although a VAT dummy had a positive impact

on revenue to GDP ratio in a few equations, it had also negative impacts.

By allowing the impact of VAT to vary with country circumstances,

however, a more complex result emerged. The shift effect of VAT on

revenue ratio was negative. The revenue gains were clearly with the rich

and more opened economies.

In the Indian context, considering the period from 1980-81,

Rajaraman (2006) attempted to estimate the tax buoyancy for most of

the Indian states where VAT was implemented in all but except 8 states

in 2005. They observed the structural break occurring in the 1990s for

all the states. Therefore, to overcome this problem, they incorporated

the share of industry in total output to estimate the tax buoyancy

equation. They observed that the sign of the change in tax buoyancy

coefficient at the break is positive in all but six states. The set of six

where there was a negative change at the break included three states

with (post-break) buoyancy coefficients below one: Gujarat, Meghalaya

and West Bengal. In all the rest, the post-break coefficients were

comfortably above one. In states which experienced a buoyancy-

enhancing structural break in the late 1990s, the spurt in tax effort

might have been an endogenous response to implementation of higher

salary scales as recommended by Fifth Pay Commission, starting in
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1996-97 (with a post-break period of only five or six years going up to

2002-03). The median tax buoyancy they estimated was 1.30 against

1.20 which was the median buoyancy assigned to the states for the

period 2005-10 in the report of the Twelfth Finance Commission (TFC).

The study pointed out that the TFC projected buoyancies underlie the

deficit grants awarded to states, and therefore carry a normative

component. The study also while referring to Shome Committee’s report

(Government of India, 2001) they observed that the fall in aggregate

buoyancy across the states from 1.12 in the 1980s to 1.04 over the

period 1990-1999 to the sectoral shift towards services.

Das-Gupta (2012) had also analysed the revenue effect of VAT

over sales tax regime for 29 states during 1993-94 to 2008-09 along

with assessing the administrative efficiency and evasion proneness. He

observed a positive impact of VAT dummy variable implying a higher

secular revenue productivity of VAT compared to sales tax regime.

Analysing the same issue for individual states, he observed that VAT

revenue performance was positive in 15 of 23 jurisdictions including 6

of the 10 major states (excluding AP). Karnataka, Kerala, and UP revenue

gains were small. In overall, even if VAT performance was positive in

2/3rd of the states, improved own revenue performance after VAT

introduction occurred in less than 40% including only two major states.

Using a VAT dummy and finding it consistent in significance for

individual states, he concluded that VAT did not lead to base expansion.

Analysing the assessment report of CAG (2010) he attributed the loss of

revenues by the states to large tax evasion by dealers on account of

ineffective procedures for verifying ITC claims and detection of fake

ITC claims, incomplete automation, limited electronic return filing and

lack of cross verification of information in VAT returns across dealers

within and across the states.

Reviewing the existing literature, it suggests that studies have

mostly focussed on factors determining the compliance behaviour of
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taxpayers, designing optimal taxation policies, distributional and welfare

consequences, effects of major changes in tax policies in terms of access

to new tax instrument (like VAT) and their implications for government

revenues. However, it is very scarce to trace any study attempting to

relate the use of ICT technology in combination with the quality of

governance which can influence the flow of information between the

revenue collecting authority and the taxpayers and thereby influencing

the tax revenues and tax efforts of the authorities more especially in a

developing country like India. Therefore, this study makes an effort

towards this by relating both the above indicators (information

technology and governance quality) with the realised tax revenues at

both levels of government in India. The empirical literature is also very

infrequent both in international and Indian contexts attempting to

examine the effects of revenue compliance reduction costs on account

of the use of modern ICT. How the revolution in ICT has got a bearing

on the revenue mobilisation efforts of governments, along with

accounting the role of governance or institutional factors is quite crucial

as both variables may matter while trying to relate the tax revenues with

the tax base of an economy, which is the subject of investigation in this

analysis.

Model Specification

Following the extant literature, the tax revenue function (whether

indirect tax revenue on commodities consumed or direct tax revenues

on incomes, wealth/capital gains and returns) can be broadly specified

to depend on the institutional quality (governance/bureaucratic

quality), spread of ICT, Real GDP per capita income and trade openness.

Strict intervention by enforcing agencies may produce better

compliance outcomes. However, excess government intervention or

tax authority being hard on honest taxpayers is likely to produce a

dampening effect by distorting labour force participation and

macroeconomic activities.
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There can be a strategic complementarity between statutory tax

rate and law enforcements. When there is weak governance, the best

response to weaker administration is to set a lower tax rate to achieve

better compliances which may, to some extent, complement with

augmenting the revenues. Conversely, the best response to a higher tax

rate requires to be complemented with greater administrative efforts.

With low marginal tax rates and weak administration, tax evasion can

lead to smaller revenue reliefs (gains) for taxpayers and thereby

incentivising the taxpayers to reduce their compliance gaps9 as this

may come with financial and real penalty risk (loss of reputation) of

being getting caught as a tax defaulter. However, strict governance,

with low tax rate, may broaden the tax base by reducing the compliance

gap, while the total revenue may be relatively lower than with full

compliance with higher tax rates. Otherwise, strict governance with

higher marginal taxes may yield big financial gains for the evader with

greater losses of being caught as a defaulter.

Greater intensity in the use of digitisation and ICT technology is

changing the traditional ways of carrying out modes of business

operations. The creation of values is fundamental to ensuring that the

tax system responds to these challenges. The complexities involved in

certain highly digitalised business models and value creation in

digitalised age have potential implication for existing international tax

framework. The value addition with the use of these modernised services

has given rise to the loopholes in generation of tax revenues.10 As has

been emphasised in literature, digitalisation of the economy could be

9 Compliance gap is defined as the difference between amount of taxes which
is legally due and what is actually paid by the tax payers.

10 The governments around the world are facing pressure on account of
advent of globalisation and increasing use of e-commerce in international
tax regime. Dramatic and vast growth of e-commerce, sale and purchase of
commodities has been eroding the revenue base. Increasing use of smart
phone and internet getting cheaper, are augmenting the problem of revenue
erosion. The business income is being taxed by source country and personal
income is being taxed by resident country majorly puts the developing
economies at disadvantages.
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one of the key factors to Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS). With

increasing intensity in the use of digitalisation in coordination and

collection of information from third party agencies (banks and employers

etc.), it is likely to enhance greater compliances.

E-commerce can greatly encourage and support cashless

transactions dramatically helping the governments to curb the black

money transactions. Digitalisation provides new opportunities as well

as some new challenges to tax policy and administration beyond the

international tax system. As a result of rise of non-standard work which

includes the growth of gig and sharing economy and this can greatly

affect the tax compliance and revenues mobilisations. While

technologies like blockchain give rise to both new, secure methods of

record-keeping, at the same time, it also facilitates use of the crypto-

currencies which pose risks to the gains made on tax transparency. This

is a grey area of research in taxation which needs investigation for

policy to ensure that authorities harness the opportunities that these

changes bring in while ensuring the ongoing effectiveness of tax system.

It will be important to give specific consideration on how policy changes

can be implemented in developing countries to take into account their

particular circumstances.

It is not only that tax revenues respond to the tax base, tax revenue

as a development policy strategy may also respond to economic growth

and the size of the informal sector in the economy and dependency

ratio11. Tax rates as part of fiscal policy instrument are likely to affect

productive efficiency and thereby the economic growth and, growth

rate, in turn, is also likely to affect tax revenue potential of an economy.

There can be a simultaneous relationship between tax revenue and growth

11 We tried to capture the size of the informal economy and structural changes
from the share of agricultural income in total national income and share of
both industry and services in total national incomes. Since tax revenue
especially direct taxes are likely to depend on size of total work forces in
various employments, due to lack of unemployment statistics, we considered
dependency ratio as a proxy.
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rate. With increasing trade openness, nations are competing with each

other to attract more investment and trade which result in reduction of

corporate taxes and taxes on import of raw materials. The globalization

emphasizes on the need to minimize both efficiency cost and compliance

cost of the tax system. This has been resulting in a decline in overall

revenues for governments as a result of tariff and duty cuts on imports

and exports and it is also true that with reductions in export duties, it is

likely to reduce the export prices in international markets and thereby

promoting international trade and hence increased tax revenues.

We specify the tax revenue models in three common ways.

Equation 1 is expressed in terms of per capita tax revenues and equation

2 is expressed in terms of tax revenues as percentage of GDP. In order to

examine whether structural features of the economy matter in collection

of tax revenues for the governments, the model to incorporate the

structural features of the economy, it considers non-taxed sector (share

of agriculture in total output), where both the states and central

governments do not levy any taxes. In respect of services, It is the central

government which had been enjoying the privilege of imposing taxes

on services sales and with the recent introduction of GST, services sales

have been incorporated as a tax base for the states also. Therefore, it

considers combining services output with industrial output by treating

them as similar activities for tax treatment and treated share of agricultural

output as a separate independent variable which is not subject to

imposition of direct taxes or indirect taxes unless it happens to be capital

input purchase for agriculture sector which is subject to some indirect

tax levies. Further, two types of models are specified to be estimated for

each of the kinds of revenues such as aggregate combined tax revenues

of both centre and states and UT governments, for combined direct tax

revenues and combined indirect tax revenues of centre and states and

UT governments and total state indirect tax revenues. It is to be noted

that it is the centre which collects a maximum chunk of revenues through

direct taxes on private income and wealth, it also collects a major share
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of indirect tax revenues from total indirect tax sources, while it is the

states and UTs which collect major percentages of their total tax revenues

mainly from indirect sources on sales. It is the centre which collects the

custom duties, excise duties, service taxes on indirect ways and the

maximum contribution of tax revenues comes from indirect sources

than direct sources, which is almost a characteristic feature of taxation

for most of the developing countries around the world.  Our objective is

to examine whether the use of modern ICT has resulted in greater tax

revenue collection for the combined governments, controlling the tax

base and quality of institutional factors. Now, the study specifies both

the considered models on total combined tax revenues of centre and

state governments as follows: Model A and Model B. Model A is in per

capita terms attempts to understand the factors in the flow of revenues to

the government on a per capita basis, while Model B is in terms of tax

efforts to assess how tax effort responds with different macro-economic

factors in the economy. The first one can be treated as a supply-side

equation and the second one can be treated as a demand-side equation

for determination of government revenues.

Model A:

Tax  Revenue Per Capita = α1  Governance Quality + α2 ICT + α3

RGDP Per Capita + α4  Trade Openness + α5 RGDPgr + α6 Dependency

ratio + α7 Agri Share +  u1 ..........                                                           (1)

Model B:

Tax Revenue 2GDP = α1  Governance Quality + α2 ICT  +  α3 α3

LRGDP Per Capita + α4 Trade Openness +  α5 RGDPgr + α6

Dependency ratio + α7  Agri Share + u2 ..........                        (2)

Data Sources and Descriptions of Variables Used

The study covers the period from 1990-91 to 2017-18, where

there are a lot of reform measures undertaken in areas of fiscal policy

specifically in respect of taxation and external sector, and monetary

policy measures. With the recommendation of TRC (1991), a number of
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systematic and comprehensive tax reform measures were initiated at the

central level from December 1991 along with initiation of other market-

based economic reforms. Since then there are significant tax reform

measures being initiated in various periods. With an aim to relate the

use of ICT infrastructure and quality of governance with tax revenue

mobilisation, the key reason of starting the period of the analysis from

1990-91 is that the statistics on many of the modern infrastructure

indicators were not available prior to 1990-91, which may be due to

their recent introduction and thin intensity in their use in the Indian

economy. The data on tax revenues of centre and states, GDP are collected

from the Handbook of Statistics on the Indian Economy, of Reserve

Bank of India (RBI). The statistics on population to convert GDP and

revenue variables into their per capita terms along with the data on 6

types of information and communication technology-related

infrastructure variables such as internet users per million, mobile cellular

phones per million, fixed telephone subscriptions per million, fixed

broadband subscriptions per million, access to electricity consumption

per million are collected from the World Bank Development Indicators

of the World Bank to form a composite of an ICT infrastructure variable

through the use of Principal Component Analysis (PCA). The statistics

to capture the quality of governance, political, social and judicial system

(overall average measure of institutional quality based on 5 major

parameters and by replacing it with an aggregative overall 12 indicators)

are drawn from Political Risk Services International Country Risk Guide

(PRS) published by the PRS Group.12 An overall average high score on

12 The PRS compiles the statistics on political risk by covering data on 12
broad areas. One time we considered aggregate of all those 12 indicators
and another time we considered only 6 governance indicators viz. democratic
accountability, government stability, law and order, corruption and
bureaucratic quality and socio economic conditions. Bureaucratic quality
captures the institutional strength and is a shock absorber that tends to
minimize revisions of policy when governments change. High points are
given to countries where the bureaucracy has the strength and expertise to
govern without drastic changes in policy or interruptions in government
services and are somewhat autonomous from political pressures and have
an established mechanism for recruitment and training. The political risk

Cont'd.....
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the sum of all these parameters would imply lower risk or a favourable

institutional, socioeconomic conditions and governance settings for an

economy; while on the contrary, a lower score implies greater political

risk. As an alternative to this, we had also substituted with the rule of

law variables drawn from the World Bank Development Indicators. The

study also consistently used VAT adoption dummy at the state level

from the period 2005 for state indirect tax revenue and combined total

tax revenue equations.

Econometric  Results

The two revenue models specified in the above equations 1 and 2

relate to (1) being the per capita revenue function which is estimated in

logarithmic term for easy of interpretations of estimated parameters and

(2) relates to the estimation of revenue effort. In the latter, revenue is

normalised w.r.t. GDP and is directly estimated in ratio form without

converting the variables in logarithms. This is done as it does not pose

any interpretational problem. This is also a standard practice in many

other studies.

Since it uses time-series data, before we decide to implement any

relevant time series methods for estimation of our tax revenue models,

we investigated the unit root property of variables used in our models. It

applied the traditional procedures such as Augmented Dickey-Fuller

(ADF) and Phillips-Perron (PP) tests. Both the procedures confirmed

that except two variables such as average of composite of political risk

and growth rate of GDP, which are level stationary, all other variables

are difference stationary i.e. I (1) as they are found to be first difference

stationary, after taking one difference of values from their corresponding

previous values in the series. Since this suggests there exists mixed

order of integrated variables in our models combined with the issue of

puts lower score for countries having more corrupt administration, countries
facing greater external risk, internal conflicts, military participation in
politics, ethnic and religion tensions.
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short sample period of analysis, thus, we have applied the ARDL

approach to cointegration which has proven to be producing consistent

or robust results even in the presence of short sample observations. And

this method is useful irrespective of the time-series properties of the

variables incorporated in the model whether integrated of order I(1) or

I(0). We have also conducted sequential Bai-Perron test to trace if there

exists any structural breaks in variables used in our per capita

specification. The results are produced in Annexure Table 1.

 Table 1:  Unit Root Test Results on logarithmic values of variables

In levels In differences
of variables

ADF PP ADF PP

LRGDP per cap 2.58 2.45 -4.50* -4.56*

LICT infra -8.02* -8.99*

LReal State Indirect taxes 2.05 2.05 -4.21* -4.17*
per capita

LReal combined indirect tax 3.33 3.33 -4.08* -4.08*
revenue per capita

LReal combined direct tax -1.90 -1.57 -3.97* -3.95*
 revenue per capita

LReal total tax revenue per capita 1.50 1.50 -3.80* -3.80*

LReal state indirect tax -.55 -.45 -5.83* -5.82*
revenue to GDP

LReal combined indirect tax -.61 -.62 -4.71* -4.70*
revenue2 GDP

LReal combined direct -1.62 -1.58 -4.32* -4.32*
tax revenue2 GDP

LReal total tax revenue to GDP -.77 -.90 -4.36* -4.31*

LComposite political risk -3.23** -3.09**

Ldependent to total population .20 2.73 -2.92** -2.98**

LRule of law -1.48 -1.48 -4.82* -4.82*

Lprivate consumption 4.04 3.36 -4.20* -4.21*
expenditure per capita

Cont'd.....
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Lprivate consumption -1.91 -2.10 -5.54* -5.54*
expenditure 2GDP

RGDPgr -3.96* -3.94*

Lshare of agriculture -2.07 -1.47 -7.54* -7.06*
output in Total

Lshare of Industry & service -1.96 -1.23 -8.21* -6.96*
output in Total

LTrade2GDP -2.04 -1.94 -4.35* -4.40*

Linternet use -1.04 -2.44 -3.07** -3.20**

Note: * & ** indicate significance at 1% and 5% levels.

Table 2 produces unit root test results of variables used in our

revenue effort model without considering their logarithmic values. It

shows that except growth rate variable, all the variables are found to be

integrated of order one i.e I(1). The corresponding variables’ sequential

Bai-perron multiple structural break test results are presented in

Annexure 2. These exogenous break dates are considered in our model

as dummies so as to capture their effects in our model for removing any

estimational biasness or misspecification error.13

Table 2: Unit root test results on variables in ratios without taking
their logarithmic values

In levels In differences
of variables

ADF PP ADF PP

RGDP per cap .38 .81 -4.25* -4.40*

Composite political risk -2.36 -2.58 -4.71* -4.37*

ICT infra -.34 -.34 -5.67* -5.67*

Real State Indirect taxes -.95 .05 -4.37* -3.18**
per capita

Real combined indirect tax .09 1.26 -3.98* -5.01*
revenue per capita

13 However, later we found these structural dummies are mostly insignificant
and their removal does not bring any differences to our parameter estimates.

Cont'd.....
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Real combined direct tax -1.59 -1.35 -3.54** -3.47***
revenue per capita

Real total tax revenue per capita -.21 .20 -4.29* -3.92**

Real state indirect tax .73 -.89 -4.20* -4.13*
 revenue to GDP

Real combined indirect tax -.83 -1.56 -5.09* -5.31*
revenue2GDP

Real combined direct tax -.85 -1.05 -3.53* -3.51*
revenue2GDP

Real total tax revenue to GDP -0.73 -.89 -4.20* -4.13*

Dependent population to .24 2.17 -3.06* -2.98**
total population

LRule of law -1.00 -1.01 -5.03* -5.03*

RGDPgr -3.96* -3.94*

Share of agriculture -1.83 -1.12 -8.02* -7.62*
output in Total

Share of Industry & service -1.74 -1.12 -8.02* -7.62*
output in Total

Trade 2GDP -1.43 -1.42 -4.39* -4.43*

At first, we conducted the test of cointegration using the ARDL

technique on our revenue   per capita model. This is carried out with

respect to combined direct tax revenues (column 2), combined indirect

tax revenue (column 3), state indirect tax revenues (column 4) and then

combined total revenues (column 5) for two higher tiers of governments

and are reported in Table 1. In order to take care of structural features of

the economy; we have incorporated the incomes or outputs generated

in the agricultural sector as a percentage to total GDP as this largely falls

outside the purview of direct and indirect taxation. The cointegration

In levels In differences
of variables

ADF PP ADF PP

Note: *,  ** & *** indicate significance at 1%,   5%  and 10% levels.
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test results in the form of F-statistic confirms the presence of cointegration

in all the per capita revenue models with different types of taxes

considered corresponding to both levels of governments. It shows the

computed F-statistics exceed the tabulated F-statistics provided in

Pesaran Shin and Smith (2001).

At first, estimating the long-run parameters of the combined direct

tax revenue per capita model, it shows that ICT instead of helping the

government to realise greater revenues from direct income sources, it

has rather adversely affected the direct tax revenue mobilisation. That

means introduction of ICT infrastructure instead of serving as an enabling

measure in making it easy to file the income taxes from various sources

of incomes, it has not helped the government to realise greater revenues

collections from direct tax revenue sources. The composite governance

quality measuring the overall institutional quality also has no significant

effect on revenue mobilisation. It is the per capita income and

surprisingly the dependency ratio which exerts positive and significant

influences for greater direct revenue collections. The growth rate and

openness exert positive impacts on direct tax revenue collections. It

also shows that an increase in agricultural share has a negative impact

on combined direct tax revenues.

In contrast, the estimation of combined indirect tax revenues per

capita shows that the composite indicator of ICT has a significant and

negative impact similar to its impact on direct tax revenues. And

composite of governance quality has no influence on combined indirect

tax revenue per capita similar to its no impact on combined direct tax

revenues. Further, it is both the levels of RGDP per capita and its growth

rate which play significant positive influences on indirect tax revenue

collection and surprisingly the trade openness is found to have no impact

along with agricultural share and dependency ratio. This implies that

India in the process of engaging its economy with globalisation factors,

as a part of liberalisation measures, by undertaking reduction in the rate
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of tariffs, it might have resulted in drastic reductions in indirect tax

revenues for combined governments. As a result, it has no significant

contribution to indirect tax revenues comparing its positive impact on

direct taxes.

When we estimate a similar model with respect to state indirect

tax revenues per capita, it shows that governance quality index is

significantly and negatively associated with indirect tax revenue

realisation at the state level. This could reflect weak governance quality

at the state level, which might be leading to their falling indirect tax

revenues or it could imply that a poor governance quality is having a

drastic deteriorating effect on revenue realisation of Indian states.

However, contrasting with respect to both combined direct and indirect

tax revenue per capita, the ICT infrastructure shows no significant impact

in generation of indirect tax revenues at the state levels. It is the increase

in RGDP per capita income which significantly has helped the state

governments to realise greater collection of revenues. More surprising

is the result, about the effects of GDP growth rate which is not helping

the states to generate greater revenues along with no significant

contribution from increasing share of agricultural incomes. It also shows

that the trade openness is not playing any significant role in realisation

of indirect tax revenues at the state level along with the dependency

ratio. The trade openness showing no significant impact on indirect tax

revenues is quite surprising as the state government mobilise greater

revenues from import of crude oil and natural gas which constitute a

major import basket for India.

We have also tried to estimate a similar model with respect to the

combined total tax revenues which comprises both the direct and indirect

tax revenues for which the result is reported in the last column of Table

3. When the total revenue is considered in per capita terms, it shows that

it is the total real GDP per capita which significantly and positively

influences per capita total revenues of both the combined governments.
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The institutional quality to capture the effects of governance quality

does not play any role in total revenue collection for combined

government. And the composite ICT infrastructure consistently plays a

negative and significant role in mobilisation of combined total revenues

for both the governments including UTs. While growth rate of GDP in

overall does not play any important role for greater revenue mobilisation

of combined government, the share of agriculture plays as a crucial

adversary role for greater mobilisation of total revenues for the combined

government.14 Trade openness does not influence the combined total

revenues per capita of both the tiers of governments but dependency

ratio exerts a positive influence on the combined total tax revenues of

both the governments.

The sign and significances of the ECM term points out that there

is causality in the model running from independent variables to direct

and indirect tax revenues of the combined government and the state

governments. The ECM coefficients vary from 61 per cent to 82 per cent

implying that if there are any short-run deviations of dependent variables

from their long-run equilibrium values, it takes more than a year to

restore to their long-run equilibrium values. The short-run parameter

estimates also show that there is some kind of consistency in parameter

estimates in line with parameter estimates obtained in long-run in terms

of their signs and significances. In particular, ICT infrastructures, GDP

per capita and to some extent the trade openness, dependency ratio and

share of agricultural output variables have same signs and significances,

except governance factor which has positive significant crucial role in

realisation of total combined revenues in short-run.

14 We tried to replace the share of combined services and industry output in
place of agricultural output share. It was found to be insignificant. We also
tried to incorporate various structural dummies related to tax policy changes
like the dummies for the year of VAT implementation (2005)  and the
break years as per Bai-perron tests, but their inclusion did not produce
significant coefficients for dummies and their exclusion also resulted in no
difference to the estimation of our general model of revenues.
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Table 3: Long & Short-Run Estimates of Indirect and Direct Tax
Revenues (in per capita terms)

Long Run Combined Combined State Combined
estimates Direct tax  Indirect tax  Indirect total tax

revenue per  revenue tax revenue  revenues
capita Per capita  Per capita per capita

    1 2 3 4 5

F-statistics of ARDL ARDL ARDL ARDL
Cointegration (1, 0, 0, 0, (1, 0, 0, 0, (1, 1, 0, 0, (1, 0, 0, 0,

0, 0, 0, 0)  1, 1, 0, 0)  1, 0, 1, 0) 0, 0, 0, 0)
7.20*  6.50* 12.14*  6.81*

INT -71.66 19.16 3.70 -41.26
(-3.21)* (.56) (1.35) (-2.20)**

lcomposite -.154 -.07 -.39 .004
governance (-.90) (-0.38) (-1.60)*** (0.027)
Quality index

LICT infra -.20 -.19 -.040 -.22
index (-2.26)** (-1.88)** (-.39) (-3.25)*

LRGDP 3.32 1.87 .99 2.53
per capita (5.20)* (2.08)* (8.17)* (4.70)*

RGDPGR .007 .014 -.016 .009
(.79)* (1.74)*** (-1.03) (.99)

LTrade2GDP .31 -.19 -.060 .004
(2.11)** (-.87) (-.454) (.034)

L Share of -1.68 -.50 -.030 -.86
Agriculture in (-3.59)* (-.65) (-0.095) (-2.17)*
total output

LDependency 12.97 2.76 -.041 7.02
ratio (2.77)* (.36) (-.50) (1.77)***

Short run estimates

 Δ L composite  .20 .089 -.058 0.097
 Governance (1.10) (.62) (-.83) (.67)
 Quality index

Δ  LICT infra -.007 .026 -.0006 -.0006
index (.91) (1.14) (-.25) (-.012)

Cont'd.....
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Δ  LRGDP -.030 -.016 .00002 .004
per capita (-2.72) (.469) (.0005) (.062)

Δ RGDPgr .018 .017 -.006 .018
(2.68)** (3.54)* (-2.34)** (3.90)*

Δ  L Trade -.16 -0.091 .022 -.12
2GDP (-1.50) (-1.14) (.68) (-1.59)***

Δ  Lshare of -.73 -.07 -.26 -.33
agriculture in (-2.67)* (-.37) (-1.65)*** (-1.70)***
total output

Δ  Ldependent .45 .047 -.012 .25
ratio (.80) (.11) (-.10) (.62)

ECM(-1) -.44 -.51 -.57 -.39
(-2.42)** (-3.30)* (-3.91)* (-2.30)**

Diagnostic test
Statistics

Ramsey
RESET test .54 .17 1.13 1.50
statistics

Normality .61 3.77 .27 .64
(Jarque-Bera)

Breusch- 1.18 .383 1.94 .069
Godfrey Serial
Correlation
LM Test

Breusch- .70 .242 1.96 1.24
Pagan-Godfrey
Heterosce

dasticity

Short  Run Combined Combined State Combined
estimates Direct tax  Indirect tax  Indirect total tax

revenue per  revenue tax revenue  revenues
capita Per capita  Per capita per capita

    1 2 3 4 5

Note: *, **  & *** indicate significance at 1%, 5% and 10% levels.
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In Table 4, we have considered the role of the same set of factors

including the structural change measured as output share of the

agriculture sector, how they influence the tax efforts of combined

governments of centre, states and UT governments. Similar to the above

exercise, we considered combined direct tax revenue as a percentage to

GDP (Column 2), combined indirect tax revenues as percentage to GDP

(column 3), and combined total tax revenue as a percentage to GDP

(Column 5). However, we are not able to produce the results on basis of

Model 2 for the indirect tax revenue efforts of only state and UT

governments as the model estimation did not find evidence of

cointegration as observed from Column 4 with a low value of F-statistic

whereas there exist cointegration for other models.

Estimating the model for combined direct tax revenue as a ratio to

GDP (Column 2), it shows that the composite governance quality

measuring the overall institutional quality plays no significant role in

realisation of greater direct revenue collection. This again reflects poor

quality administration of direct tax collection by the central government

leading to no effect on combined direct tax collection. It also shows that

the ICT infrastructure instead of helping to realise greater revenues from

direct income sources, it has rather adversely affected direct tax revenue

collection. That means introduction of ICT infrastructure instead of

serving as an enabling measure for greater reporting or filing of taxes on

earnings from various sources, this has not helped the central government

to realise greater revenues from direct tax sources. This might be due to

the fact that taxpayers might be concealing their income and carrying

the transactions outside the purview of using the ICT infrastructures, so

as to escape reporting or hide their true earnings. It is the per capita

income and surprisingly the dependency ratio which exert positive and

significant influences for greater direct revenue collections. The growth

rate of income and openness exert a positive impact on direct tax revenue

collections. The trade openness is leading to a rise of direct tax revenues

efforts similar to the above could indirectly indicate that although
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effective corporate tax revenue has been falling over the years in

correspondence with the global trend for most countries, however, as

the countries compete for business and investment, and further when

low corporate tax revenues is combined with low tariff rates on imports

of raw materials, those could have potential to attract business from

outside and encourage the business inside and enabling to generate

employment and income and thereby adding to direct tax revenues

generations from wage-based income sources. It is also shown that an

increase in agricultural share has a negative impact on combined direct

tax revenues.

In contrast, the estimation of the combined indirect tax revenue

effort (Column 3) shows that neither governance/institutional quality

nor the ICT infrastructure positively contribute to combined government

indirect tax revenues. The composite index of ICT plays no significant

role unlike its negative impact on direct tax revenues, while the composite

of governance quality has a negative influence on combined indirect

tax revenue effort unlike its no impact on combined direct tax revenue

effort. It is the GDP per capita along with dependency ratios which play

positive and significant roles in raising indirect tax revenue efforts.

Surprisingly the growth rate of GDP is found to be insignificant along

with trade openness.  This indicates that as India makes effort to gradually

liberalise the trade barriers in terms of reducing the tariffs and duties, the

trade openness is not directly contributing to indirect tax revenues.

This also gets reflected in our observed trends of indirect tax revenues

as a proportion of GDP over the years. The share of agriculture sector has

an adverse impact on indirect tax revenue effort.

When we estimate the total combined revenue of centre and states

and UTs from both direct and indirect sources (Column 5), it shows that

both the institutional setting (governance quality) and the ICT

infrastructure significantly play discouraging roles in affecting combined

total tax revenue collection efforts of combined government. It is per
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capita income and dependency pressure encourage the governments to

put more tax revenue efforts, while a greater share of agriculture output

reduces tax efforts. In overall, on account of liberalisation tendencies of

the economy, the trade openness leads to greater revenue efforts. The

dependency is consistently putting pressure on combined government

tax effort, which may be on account of its expanding size of dependency

population. The combined government greatly have to spend on higher

education of the adults and address social security and health care needs

of the elderly population.

All the models estimated, the ECM coefficients have relevant

sign and significances reflecting there is causation running from one or

more variables to the combined indirect and direct tax revenues to GDP

proportion. The short-run adjustment coefficients vary from .49 to .76.

This implies that it takes about half a year for the full adjustment to take

place in case there is any short-run departure of the revenue efforts from

their long-run equilibrium.

Table 4: Long & Short Run Estimates of Direct and Indirect Tax
Revenues (as a percentage to GDP)

Long Run Combined Combined State Total
estimates Direct  Indirect Indirect combined

taxe2GDP  tax2GDP tax2GDP totaltax
revenues

2GDP

1 2 3 4 5

F-statistics of ARDL ARDL ARDL(1, 1, 1,ARDL(1, 0, 0,
Cointegration (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1)  0, 0, 0, 0,

0, 0, 0) 4.82* 0, 0, 0)4.78* 2.94  0)5.01*

INT -78.15 -93.75 - -148.11
(-2.96)* (-3.23)* (-5.49)*

Composite -0.018 -.067 - -0.065
Governance (-.89) (-2.37)** (-2.60)**
 Quality index

Cont'd.....
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ICT infra index -1.75 .009 -1.60
(-2.33)** (.008) (-1.98)**

RGDP per 0.0003 .00027 0.0005
capita (3.41)* (2.15)*** (5.53)*

RGDPGR .098 .079 .10
(1.58)*** (.88) (1.33)

Trade2GDP .070 -0.023 .070
(3.68)* (-.89) (2.80)*

Share of -.42 -.59 -.77
agricultural (-2.16)** (-2.27)*** (-3.31)*
output

Dependency 1.95 2.90 4.14
ratio (2.74)* (3.55)* (5.42)*

Δ Composite -.001 -0.007 -.007
Governance (-.089) (-.33) (-.24)
 Quality index

Δ ICT infra -.263 0.56 -.11
 index (-.64) (.88) (-.13)

Δ  RGDP 0.00002 -0.00004 0.00002
per capita (.64) (-.72) (.227)

Δ  RGDPGR .062 .073 .127(
(1.92)*** (1.44) 1.78)***

Δ  Trade2GDP -.017 -.031 -.048
(-1.74)*** (-2.04)*** (-2.20)**

Δ LAgl output -.040 -.18 -20

per capita (-.58) (-1.66)** (-1.26)

Δ  LAgl output -.040 -.18 -.20

 per capita (-.58) (-1.66)** (-1.26)

Long Run Combined Combined State Total
estimates Direct  Indirect Indirect combined

taxe2GDP  tax2GDP tax2GDP totaltax
revenues

2GDP

1 2 3 4 5

Cont'd.....
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Δ   dependency  .001 .18 .128
2 total (.020) (1.31) (.63)
population

ECM(-1) -.49 -.59 -.76
(-3.10)* (-2.51)** (-2.47)**

Diagnostic test
statistics

Ramsey RESET 1.37 .46 .20
 test statistics

Normality 1.02 .64 1.02
(Jarque-Bera)

Breusch-Godfrey 2.95 .003 1.65
Serial Correlation
LM Test

Breusch-Pagan- .74 .35 .33
Godfrey
Heterosce-

dasticity

Note:  The long-run and short-run parameters from ARDL estimation
are not reported under column 4 on account of lack of cointegration

based on F-statistic associated with the model.

When we consider all the dependent revenue variables as a ratio

to GDP, we observe that governance and infrastructural quality instead

of aiding to mobilise greater aggregate revenues for both the levels of

governments, contrary to theoretical prediction, it results in either

Long Run Combined Combined State Total
estimates Direct  Indirect Indirect combined

taxe2GDP  tax2GDP tax2GDP totaltax
revenues

2GDP

1 2 3 4 5

Note: *,  **, *** indicate significance at 1% , 5%  and 10% levels.
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reduction of tax revenues or neutrality in revenue generations. This

shows that the tax system of the country instead of harnessing the modern

ICT infrastructural facilities for greater revenue productivity, it might

be getting misutilised in opposite direction either for manipulation or

in presence of a weak tax administration, taxpayers are not reporting

their true incomes and attempting to receive their incomes outside the

ICT infrastructures. This calls for greater attention of the policy to

redesign the governance in taxation system of the country towards

making it more efficient and transparent which would go a long way to

mobilise greater revenues and contributing to the overall growth of the

economy. The increase in agricultural income in total output results in

less total tax revenue mobilisation. This is quite expected as agricultural

sector largely remains outside the purview of both the direct tax revenues

and indirect tax revenues. The openness in trade is resulting in significant

gains in direct tax revenues but is not leading to generation of indirect

tax revenues and on net it shows a positive association with combined

total tax revenues.

Alternatively, when we adopted a general to specific approach in

estimating both the Model A and B, we did not find much deviation

from our above reported results. However, surprisingly with a minor

deviation, the effects of institutional quality is found to exert a positive

impact only for the combined direct tax revenue per capita as reported

in Appendix Table 3A and the openness of trade which did not have an

effect on the overall combined (Direct and Indirect) tax revenue per

capita and state indirect tax revenue per capita. Similarly when we tried

to adopt specific model by retaining only governance and ICT

infrastructures in our per capita revenue model, the results remain

unaltered. And when we also tried similar models for ratio equation,

most of our results seem to be consistent and the results for which are not

reported for the sake of brevity.
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Conclusion and Policy Suggestions

In light of various reform measures undertaken in areas of direct

and indirect taxes over the years more especially after the new economic

reform encompassing broad changes in taxation policies such as

implementation of VAT at the state level in 2005 and recently Goods

and Services Tax (GST) in India from 1st July 2017 on the one hand and

evolution in the use of ICT infrastructures on the other, current study

attempts to assess whether governance and ICT infrastructures have

played significant roles in ways of mobilising greater revenues for the

combined government of Centre and States and UTs or they themselves

are posing major serious challenges for the tax administration of the

country by dampening revenue collection potential.

It looked at both direct and indirect tax collection trends and

tried to link up revenue mobililisation of combined and separate

governments with ICT infrastructures by constructing a composite index

of various infrastructures, by collating the data from World Bank

Development Indicators of the World Bank along with an aggregative

measure of governance (institutional quality) indicator, using the

database of PRS Group from their International Country Political Risk

Guide. It hypothesised that ICT infrastructure and governance might

have aided the governments in achieving greater tax compliances,

helping both the centre and states and UTs governments to realise greater

tax revenues in India over the years. On the basis of empirical findings,

finally, it tried to offer some insights for future tax policies.

The study tried to largely focus on during post new economic

policy reform period, where a lot of reform efforts are made with respect

to both direct and indirect taxation. Thereby, it tried to cover sales tax,

VAT and GST regimes by introducing dummy only for the State VAT

regime since the year 2005. It assumed that the introduction of new

methods of collection of indirect taxes under GST regime is not

completely different from previous VAT regime. This is how it extends
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the period of analysis from 1990-91 to 2017-18.  Thereby, the current

study makes an attempt to understand the role of ICT infrastructures and

institutional/governance quality in understanding their contributions

towards efficient revenue mobilisation. It comes out with the surprising

conclusion that there are greater weaknesses in areas of both governance

and use of ICT infrastructures which have led to failings in realisation of

greater tax revenues and tax efforts of the combined governments in

India. Hence, it suggests the need for strengthening in both areas which

can potentially contribute to greater tax revenue productivity. Greater

penetration of ICT may not enable to generate greater amounts of

revenues in a developing country like India unless people do most of

the transactions through banks and with the help of a medium of ICT.

However, it is rather the increase in per capita GDP and dependency

ratio which have majorly led to increases in tax revenues for the combined

governments and the increase in share of agricultural output has led to

reduced tax revenues in India. Given that agriculture is giving rise to

business at the higher end, the government needs to think these emerging

areas for taxation.

Given the findings, it also tends to suggest that the ICT

infrastructure alone may not lead to mobilisation of greater tax revenues,

unless it is greatly supplemented with the governance quality and

efficient administrative machinery to plug the loopholes and properly

govern the taxation system of the country. It would be difficult to realise

the potential revenue capacity unless corrective measures are undertaken

with respect to tax governance in particular and overall governance of

the economy in general. While remedying the situation, it is the political,

institutional, and human capacity constraints may hinder the government

to make innovation and go for any advanced solutions. For instance, a

corrupt bureaucratic system and dishonest taxpayers might bypass the

digital systems to evade the taxes. The economies need to adapt and

adjust with these changes. However, it is also true that while harnessing

the modern ICTs, it may help the low income developing countries to
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leverage revenue generation comparable with advanced countries’

potential capacity, thereby supporting their socio-economic

development. Further, the potential can be limited if large segments of

the population lack access to digital advancement which is happening

elsewhere around the globe and there exists a greater digital divide

within the economy. Therefore, the government should put necessary

efforts in direction of ensuring universal accession of modern technology

to the public which will not only help the private business to grow but

also help the government in realisation of greater revenue potentials,

and thereby ICT system acquiring the characteristics of public goods in

a similar way that wi-fi connection is being provided in cities covered

under smart city mission program in India.

In sum, the study finds that the ICT infrastructure and governance

taken separately don’t majorly help in greater revenue mobilisation as

expected. Introducing the reform into taxation system without correcting

loopholes in administration would have limited impact on revenue

realisation. Modern technologies of tax collection would have a limited

role unless tax administration assumes its effective role in ensuring

efficiency in tax governance. Thus, tax reform would imply better

governance/administration should be at the fore. Casanegra (1990) once

argued that “developing countries’ tax administration is their tax policy”

which highlights the critical role of tax administration in ensuring

effectiveness of tax policy. However, the main limitation with this

analysis is that it is aggregative at least for indirect tax revenues for the

states and UTs. When it comes to collection of state tax revenues, since

states primarily collect more indirect tax revenues than their direct

revenues, whose aggregate indirect revenue share in combined total

indirect tax revenue is little less than the centre’s share in combined

total indirect tax revenue collections, and since especially penetration

of ICT infrastructure is likely to vary across the states, therefore, while

examining the role of ICT infrastructure and governance in states’

indirect tax revenue collection, one may analyse for a panel of individual
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states to take into account of state-specific characteristics in the model.

This may give more insights whether the ICT infrastructure and

governance factors have enabled states in greater accrual of indirect tax

revenues.
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APPENDIX

Table 1A: Bai-Perron (2003) Sequentially Determined Multiple Break
Test on Logarithmic Values of Variables Corresponding
to Model 1

Break Break

 date  date

LRGDP per cap 1998 2006

LICT infra 1998 2002

LReal State Indirect taxes per capita 1999 2005

LReal Combined indirect tax revenue per capita 2002 2006

LReal combined direct tax revenue per capita 1994 1998

LReal total tax revenue per capita 1999 2005

LReal state indirect tax revenue to GDP 2004 2010

LReal combined indirect tax revenue2GDP 1994 1998

LReal combined direct tax revenue2GDP 1994 2004

LReal total tax revenue to GDP 2005

LComposite political risk 1994 1998

Ldependent to total population 1998 2005

LRule of law 2002 2010

RGDP gr 2003

Lshare of agriculture output in Total 1997 2002

Lshare of Industry & service output in Total 1995 2002

Ltrade  2 GDP 1995 2004
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Tabel 2A: Bai-Perron (2003) Sequentially Determined Multiple Break
Test on variables Corresponding to Model 2 without taking
their Logarithmic Values

                                                              Break Period

ADF PP

RGDP per cap 2003 2009

ICT infra 2001 2010

Real State Indirect taxes per capita 2004 2010

Real combined indirect tax revenue per capita 1994 1998

Real combined direct tax revenue per capita 2004 2010

Real total tax revenue per capita 2002 2006

Real state indirect tax revenue to GDP 2004 2011

Real combined indirect tax revenue2GDP 1994 1998

Real combined direct tax revenue2GDP 1994 2004

Real total tax revenue to GDP 2005

Composite political risk 1994 1998

Dependent population to total population 1998 2004

LRule of law 2002 2009

RGDPgr 2003

share of agriculture output in Total 1995 2002

share of Industry & service output in Total 1995 2002

Trade 2 GDP 1998 2004
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 Table 3A: Long-Run Estimates on Per Capita Combined Government

Revenues

Long Run Combined Combined  State Total
estimates Direct tax Indirect  Indirect combined

revenue tax revenue  tax revenue tax revenues
per capita Per capita  Per capita  per capita

          1 2 3 4 5

F-statistics of ARDL(1, 0, ARDL(1, 0, ARDL(1, 1, ARDL (1, 0, 0,
Cointegration 0, 0, 0)5.57* 0, 1, 1)5.46* 0,0,1)16.65*  1, 1)3.87*

INT -16.08(-4.55)* -7.80(-2.82)* -4.15(-2.54)* -10.02(-3.85)*

lcomposite .447 -.11 -.21 -.015
governance (2.11)** (-.522) (-2.20)** (-0.080)
Quality index

LICT infra -.29 -.17 .0063 -0.23
index (-2.47)** (-1.78)*** (.115) (-2.80)*

LRGDP 1.78 1.62 1.16 1.71
per capita (7.01)* (8.40)* (9.75)* (9.10)*

LTrade2GDP .812 -.22 .072 -.13

(6.99)* (-1.60)** (1.28) (-1.11)

Short run
estimates

Δ L composite .188 -.008 0.016 -0.010
Governance (1.26) (-1.58)*** (.245) (-2.12)**
Quality index

Δ  LICT infra -.003 0.010 .010 -.008
index (-.12) (1.349) (1.54) (-1.13)*

Δ   LRGDP -.095 2.27 .0035 2.37
per capita (-1.45) (5.26)* (5.58)* (5.66)*

Δ   L Trade 0.093 .20 .17 0.254
2GDP (1.002) (2.30)** (2.50)* (2.87)*

ECM(-1) -.35 -.43 -.49 -.33
(-1.62)*** (-4.11)* (-2.70)* (-3.22)*

Cont'd.....
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Ramsey 1.69 .58 .81 .10
RESET test
statistics

Normality 1.03 .015 2.67 .40
(Jarque-Bera)

Breusch-
Godfrey Serial
Correlation
LM Test .38 1.06 3.67 1.344

Breusch-
Pagan-Godfrey
Heterosce
dasticity .54 2.27 1.66 .36

Diagnostic Combined Combined  State Total

 test Statistics Direct tax Indirect  Indirect combined
revenue tax revenue  tax revenue tax revenues
per capita Per capita  Per capita  per capita

          1 2 3 4 5

Note: *, **  & *** indicate significance at 1% , 5%  and 10% levels.
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